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The Challenge



–Your client

“We need a bot.”



Getting Started
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User Interface Design

• Select the tasks to support

• Determine the structure of the dialogue

• Deciding which commands and features are available to the user

• Letting user specify what they want

• Making the computer provide feedback on its actions
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User Interface Design

1. What is the environment/context?

2. What will be the common behaviors or modes of the user?

3. What are the needs and expectations of the user?



Guidelines & Principles for 
Conversational Interfaces
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1. Prompt-and-Response



Intents



No Intent
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No Intent

Hi Weatherbot.

Hello. You can request to hear the local weather or weather in

a particular city. Which will it be?
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Partial Intent

Weatherbot, what is the weather like in Madison?

Okay, I can check the weather in Madison. In what State?

Wisconsin.

Today’s weather in Madison, Wisconsin is…
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Full Intent

Weatherbot, what will it be like in San Francisco, California today?

Today’s weather in San Francisco, California is…



Intents
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Close-Ended

What is a top-rated bike pump?

The top-rated bike pump is the Vibrelli High 

Performance Bike Pump for $37.98.

Would you like to hear the rest?

No.
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Options

Yes.

Would you like french fries or a salad?



Options

Yes.

Would you like french fries or a salad?

don’t do this



Options



Options

Which side would you like: french fries or salad?



Options

Salad.

Which side would you like: french fries or salad?



Options
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2. Recognition over Recall



- Luke Wroblewski

“When there's no graphical user interface (icons, labels, etc.) 

in a product to guide us, our memory becomes the UI.”
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Help

Help.

Score Keeper. You can give a player points, ask for the
score, or say help. What would you like?

Here are some things you can say:

add John,
give John 5 points,

tell me the score,
start a new game, or

reset all players.

So, how can I help?
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3. Speech Requires Focus



–Human Factors and Voice Interactive Systems

“[People] lose attention after 10-15 seconds of listening 

to a prompt.”

https://books.google.com/books?id=TbFZlhV5sCwC&pg=PA15&dq=Human+Factors+and+Voice+Interactive+Systems+10+to+15+seconds+hearing&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjUz4Dn67bOAhVFLyYKHZXlAYQQ6AEIHjAA#v=onepage&q=Human%20Factors%20and%20Voice%20Interactive%20Systems%2010%20to%2015%20seconds%20hearing&f=false
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Fallback

Get off the couch!

I’m sorry, Angie, but I didn’t understand “get off the couch”.

The available colors are: purple, orange, red, green, and blue.

Which will it be?”
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5. Respect People’s Time
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Recap
• At the present, we cannot interact with machines likes humans 

• Designing a conversational UI does not free us from the most 
substantial problems of user interface design 

• Employ the 5 guidelines for conversational UI 





Thank you.


